B4Ukraine’s cause is supported by:

ACCESS NOW
ALLISON GILL
BANK TRACK
BANK WATCH
BENNETT FREEMAN
BOYCOTT RUSSIA
BUSINESS AND HUMAN RIGHTS RESOURCE CENTRE
CENTER FOR CIVIL LIBERTIES
CENTER FOR ENVIRONMENTAL INITIATIVES ECOACTION
CENTER FOR RUSSIAN STUDIES
CENTRE FOR ECONOMIC STRATEGY
CGS STRATEGY XXI
CIVICUS
CRUDE ACCOUNTABILITY
DATA DESK
DG ADVISORY
DIRECT INITIATIVE INTERNATIONAL CENTER FOR UKRAINE
DIXI GROUP
DU BUREAU
ECONOMIC DEMOCRACY UNION
ECONOMIC SECURITY COUNCIL OF UKRAINE
EMAILCONTACTUKRAINE.COM
EUROMAIDAN PRESS
GERMAN ASSOCIATION OF CONCERNED SHAREHOLDERS
GLOBAL WITNESS
GLOBALPOVERTYPROJECT.COM
HEARTLAND INITIATIVE
HUMAN RIGHTS NOW
INTERNATIONAL PARTNERSHIP ON HUMAN RIGHTS
INTERNATIONAL SERVICE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS
INTERNATIONAL STATE CRIME INITIATIVE
INVESTOR ALLIANCE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS
KSE INSTITUTE
KYIV SECURITY FORUM
MARK FODOR
NAKO
NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION
NATURAL RESOURCE GOVERNANCE INSTITUTE
NGO PROMOTION OF INTERCULTURAL COOPERATION (UKRAINE ANALYTICA)
NORWEIGIAN HELSINKI COMMITTEE
ODESSA CENTER FOR NONPROLIFERATION
OLEKSANDRA BETLIY
ONE PHILOSOPHY
OPEN SOCIETY FOUNDATIONS
POLISH INSTITUTE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS AND BUSINESS
PROGRESSIVE SHOPPER PWYP
RAZOM WE STAND RE:COMMON
SOLIDARITY CENTRE
SQUEEZING PUTIN
STAND WITH UKRAINE
STOP BUSINESS WITH RUSSIA
TAIWAN ASSOCIATION FOR HUMAN RIGHTS
UKRAINE COMMUNICATIONS SUPPORT NETWORK
UKRAINE SOLIDARITY PROJECT
UKRAINIAN STRATEGIC INITIATIVE
UNITY OF UKRAINE
URGEWALD
VITSCHE
VOX UKRAINE
WE ARE UKRAINE
ZEVIN ASSET MANAGEMENT